Your PC may look different from the ones shown here. Component, connector location, type, and number vary by model.

**Remote Control**
Install AA batteries in remote control.

**FM antenna**
- Select models only
- FM signal to computer

**Power Connection**
- Computer to electrical outlet
- Grounded connection or connection to surge protector is recommended

**Modem**
- Connect modem cable to computer

**Power On**
- Turn on monitor, computer, and sound system

---

**Recovery, built-in**
HP has preinstalled the System Recovery software on the hard drive in case you need to recover the original software that came with your PC.

- **There are no CDs to lose** — it's on your hard drive.
- **It's faster** than traditional CD Recovery methods.
- **It's easy**. Just use Software Repair Wizard to begin.

If you would still like a set of Recovery CDs, you can use this tool to create your own for future use.

See your user documentation for complete instructions.